The permutation matrix P which flips a left direct product of two matrices into a right direct product is investigated on the basis of the generalized out faro-shuffle. Expressions are derived for the characteristic and minimal polynomials as well as the determinant and trace of P.
1. Introduction, One of the most interesting and lesser known matrices in the theory of left direct products, [7] p. 81, is the permutation matrix P, whose (i,j) 
i.e. P flips the order in any left direct product or equivalently converts a left direct product into a right direct product. If A and B are finite group representations then P represents the isomorphism relating the direct products of the two groups. In this note we give a short matrix proof of this result, which is valid over any commutative ring R with identity 1, and derive some further properties of the matrix P, after identifying the permutation Π associated with P with the generalized out faro-shuffle for a 1-dimensional deck of mn cards [9] [2] . In particular we shall give expressions for the characteristic and minimal polynomials of P in terms of m and n. Throughout this paper we assume that all our matrices are over a commutative ring R with unity and char R^2. Whenever necessary we shall first prove the result for real matrices, then specialize to integer matrices and employ Theorem 11 of [8] , p. 49, to obtain the corresponding result for commutative rings with unity. In fact when working with matrices whose entries are integer multiples of 1 E R, we 445 may, if chari? is zero or prime, just as well work with integer matrices. It is a well known fact that for any permutation matrix P = [e fl , ,e, J, where e, is the ith unit vector, P τ = P 1 . For a real matrix P this says that P is real orthogonal and hence normal and simple.
The all important observation is now that if Π is the permutation associated with P, then the reduction of Π to a product of cycles, corresponds to a permutation similarity transformation on the matrix P, which reduces P to its weak cyclic canonical form, i.e.
(2)
where 11 -> To i TO 2 * "
is the k x k cyclic matrix, which is also the lower companion matrix L (λ k -1), for λ k -1. We remark that this canonical form is in general not equal to the Frobenius (rational) canonical form since fc, Jί fc,_, is general. Also since each C k is irreducible, [3] Vol. 2, p. 62, (as its graph is strongly connected), the canonical form of (2) coincides with the canonical decomposition of a non-negative reducible matrix into a direct sum of nonnegative irreducible matrices.
Since this reduction only involves 0 and 1, it is valid over any ring with 1, in particular it is valid over any commutative ring R with 1, for which we may define the concept of the characteristic polynomial Δ(λ) of P, [8] p. 163. The characteristic polynomial may indeed be written as
where 0(p) is the order of the element p in the permutation Π, i.e. 
Proof ( 
which is clearly impossible. Hence k x = r. The last result follows in a similar fashion.
For the case t = 2, Theorem 1 is a special case of the following result. 
In particular col(ab τ ) = b(g)a.
Note also that col( ) is a module isomorphism from i? mxπ onto
It is easily verified that for any m x n matrix M,
Pl n col(M) = col(M Γ ) = P n , m col(M), which is in fact the basis to our card shuffling interpretation for Π. Combining (6) and (7) we have for all A E R mxk9 B E JR ΠX1 , X E R lxk ,
Since this holds for all col(X), equation (1) follows when k = m and It also follows immediately that if Λ, EjR mxm , B t EjR nxn then (8) Further note that
Let us now turn to a more detailed analysis of the flip matrix P. We begin by considering the simplest case where m = n, in which case we only need (7) and no explicit expression for Π(p) is needed.
Case 1. m = n. It is clear that P τ = P = P' x and hence λ 2 -1, and Δ(λ) = (λ -l) p (λ + \) q where p + q = N = mn. To calculate Δ we can either evaluate | λJ -P | directly, which is straightforward but tedious, or make us of the following important consequence of (7). Proof. If Pa = ±a, let A mxn = coΓ*(a) and use (7) . Conversely again use (7) .
In the case m = n, the number of linearly independent solutions to col(A) = col(Λ Γ ) is exactly the number of symmetric matrices over R, i.e. \n(n + 1), while the number of linearly independent solutions to col(Λ) = -col(A Γ ) is exactly the number of skew-symmetric matrices over R, i.e. {n(n -1). For our real permutation matrix this says that P has exactly \n{n±\) independent eigenvectors associated with A = ± 1, and since the geometric multiplicity v x of A, is bounded above by the algebraic multiplicity n, of A, (with equality over the complex field), it follows that
Again this holds also over R since (10) is really a consequence of the identities σ k = Σ |P£|, between the coefficients σ k of Δ and the kth order principal minors |P£| of P, α = (ot\, -,a k ). These identities are also valid over the integers and hence by Theorem 11, [8] p. 49, remain valid over JR.
It is further easily seen that the elementary divisors of P over Z are λ ± 1, with multiplicities n(n± l)/2 respectively. Let us now turn to the most general case m^n and without loss of generality assume that m <n.
The case mj^n.
In this case there is no symmetry, i.e. P*y P, and we have to examine the permutation explicitly. First we observe from the structure of P that P = 10 Q φ 1 so that Δ p = (A -1) which is exactly the generalized one-dimensional out faro-shuffle [10] . In this shuffle a deck of ran cards, labeled from top to bottom, is cut into m portions of n cards, and each portion is given in clockwise fashion to one of m players seated at a circular table, starting with the dealer. If, starting with the dealer, in clockwise fashion, each player plays his top card when it is his turn, until all cards have been played, we obtain the permutation Π, labeled from the bottom cards up. When m = 2 this reduces to the classical out faro-shuffle (in which an even deck of cards is cut in halves and then ruffled such that the first and the last cards remain in fixed positions) which is the basis to serveral remarkable card tricks [1] , [2] , [9] .
From (14) we see that
and hence
From this it follows that the order of the element 2, 0(2), is the smallest integer k such that Thus 0(p) is the exponent to which m belongs modulo (ran -X)jd, which clearly depends on d only. Substituting this in (3) yields Δ. We note that even though the order of each cycle divides 0(2), they need not be nested, i.e. need not divide each other, as seen from the example m = 2, n = 106, 0(6) = 6, 0(8) = 4. The question that remains is how many cycles of a given order are contained in Π? This we now examine on the basis of (19). We first state a result that holds for any permutation matrix P. Proof (i) From (3) we have that Δ = ΠJ =1 (λ k > -1) = Π{=i Πdifcφdίλ). Clearly φ s (λ) will appear exactly once in each factor (1) is isomorphic to Z, the ring of rational integers, and we may consider the left hand side of (20) as the number of independent solutions to φ,(P)x = 0 over Z. But this number is equal to the number of independent solutions over Q, the field of rationals. Now since the φι are pairwise coprime and irreducible over Q, we may apply the Primary Decomposition Theorem, [6] p. 219, to yield the desired identity. When char R = p, a prime, then (1) is isomorphic to Z p , which is a field, however in this case φ,(λ) may be reducible over Z p , as seen from φ 2 (λ) = λ 2 + λ +1 = (λ + 2) 2 over Z 3 . As a Corollary to Theorem 3, we see that the geometric and algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvalue A = 1 are both equal to the number of cycles in Π. This is indeed valid over any JR, as seen from (2), because C fe x = x clearly has only one independent solution [α, α, ,α] Γ , a arbitrary. Hence the total number of independent parameters in the general solution to Pa = a equals the number of cycles in Π. Similarly for the eigenvalue λ = -1, the algebraic multiplicity in Δ yields the number of even cycles, in Π, if any, while C k x= -x has only the zero solution when k is odd and char R ^ 2, and yields exactly one independent solution [a, -*,α] τ , a arbitrary, when k is even.
Returning to our flip matrix we conclude from Theorem 3 that the number of independent solutions to col(A) = Tcol(A Γ ) is exactly the number of (even) cycles in Π.
The trace of the matrix P is exactly the number of cyles of order 1 in π i.e. # {p | ΪΊ(p) = p y p = l, ,mw}. Using (14) this may be calculated from (2, 4, 10, 6, 5) x (3, 7, 8, 11, 9) The first five cyclotomic polynomials are given by
